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Abstract. E-voting increasingly gains interest in e-Democracy and e-Government 
movements. Not only the technical security issues of electronic voting systems are 
of paramount importance, but also the necessity of following an all-embracing 
approach is challenging and needs to be addressed. This paper discusses e-voting 
as being a supreme discipline of e-Government. It introduces an innovative  
e-voting concept using the Internet as the voting channel. The concept intro-
duced is based on Austrian e-Government elements and the Austrian identity 
management concept in particular. As a result, this paper presents a novel ap-
proach of building an e-voting system relying on two core principles: strong 
end-to-end encryption and stringent identity domain separation. 

1   Introduction 

Voting is the most important tool in democratic decision making. Therefore, elections 
and referenda should be accessible to as many people as possible. It is especially 
difficult for citizens living abroad to participate in elections. 

The word e-voting is a general term that refers to any type of voting in electronic 
form. This work introduces a remote Internet e-voting concept that suits the needs of 
international election fundamentals—as formulated by the Venice Commission [1] 
and the Council of Europe in [2] and [3]—and the needs of Austrian elections [4] in 
particular1. 

Today, the e-Government infrastructure is highly developed in many member 
states of the European Union. Austria in particular has actively pursued its e-
Government strategy since the beginning and thus is today one of leading countries in 
Europe with respect to e-Government. 

E-voting, seen as a special application of e-Government technologies, can be con-
sidered as being the supreme discipline of all e-Government applications due to its 
conflicting priorities of unique identification and perfect anonymity. 

The proposed e-voting concept draws upon two principles in order to protect the 
election secrecy. On the one hand, the proposed e-voting system makes use of strong 
                                                           
1  In preceding work [5] we worked out an exhaustive and all-embracing set of security re-

quirements by following a standardised methodology (i.e. Common Criteria methodology). 
The security requirements have been created based on (legal) election fundamentals [1], [2], 
[3], [4], [6] and existing security considerations [7], [8]. These achievements serve the basis 
for the e-voting concept presented here. 
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end-to-end encryption between the voter casting her vote and the electronic device 
responsible for counting. Thus, the cast vote is immediately encrypted by the voter 
after she has filled in her decision and is only decrypted for the single moment of 
counting. On the other hand, the proposed e-voting concept introduces a stringent 
domain separation model that has to ensure unique identification of voters during 
registration, but also guarantee perfect anonymity of cast votes. A special case in the 
introduced e-voting concept is that although votes are cast anonymously it is still 
possible to determine whether a given voter has cast her vote already or not. This 
mechanism is available during the election event only. This is important and a big 
advantage of the proposed scheme as it enables a voter to cast her vote conventionally 
at a polling station although she has decided to vote electronically. This characteristic 
of the proposed e-voting concept faces problems in connection with the Internet and 
the voter’s local infrastructure as raised by the SERVE-report [9] for instance. 

From a technical perspective, the proposed e-voting concept makes use of Austrian 
e-Government components such as the Citizen Card [10]. Although the core princi-
ples of this e-voting concept are versatile, the resulting e-voting concept is tailored to 
a certain degree for Austrian elections. Thus, the proposed e-voting concept has been 
named “EVITA” (Electronic Voting over the Internet - Tailored for Austria). The 
EVITA voting model aims to follow the process model of conventional postal elec-
tions which has two phases. In phase one, voters have to register and in phase two the 
voting process is carried out. Also from a technical perspective EVITA follows tight 
the model of postal elections. The EVITA scheme requires to encrypt the voter's deci-
sion without any identifying information and to attach additional voter related infor-
mation to the encrypted vote. This corresponds to scenario of postal election scenarios 
where the vote is put into an inner envelope which itself is wrapped by an outer enve-
lope that contains additional identifying information about the voter. 

This paper introduces the core elements of the proposed EVITA-voting concept. 
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The next section explains the core prin-
ciples of the EVITA concept and introduces the dual approach of using strong end-to-
end encryption and stringent identity domain separation. Section 3 and 4 further 
elaborate these core aspects—the creation of the identifiers following the Austrian 
electronic identity management in particular—in several sub-sections in detail.  
Section 5 briefly sketches the counting phase. Finally conclusions are drawn. 

2   Core Elements of the EVITA Schema 

First of all, an e-voting schema (EVS) must guarantee that a voter's decision remains 
an inviolable secret. To do so, most of them use cryptographic mechanisms and prin-
ciples. Existing e-voting schemes can be grouped as follows: 

• EVS based on Homomorphic Encryption, e.g. [11][12][12]  
• EVS based on Mixing Nets, e.g. [14][15][16]  
• EVS based on Blind Signatures, e.g. [14][17][18]  

To guarantee that a voter's decision remains an inviolable secret, two distinct general 
approaches seem to be promising. One approach is to have a voting scheme that 
prevents the vote from being spied on by applying cryptographic methods. Another 
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approach for protecting the secrecy of the ballots is by removing any form of identi-
fying information from the cast vote thus breaking any link between the voter and 
her cast vote. Both approaches have drawbacks and advantages. Furthermore, regard-
ing the requirements given by the targeted use-cases neither approach by itself would 
be satisfactory. 

In the first approach, the use of encryption algorithms seems to be adequate. Vari-
ous strong encryption algorithms exist, so question that remains is how and where to 
hold the decryption keys needed to decrypt votes. There are several schemes which do 
not need to decrypt votes in order to count them (e.g. schemes based on homomorphic 
encryption), but those approaches have limitations regarding write-in votes or they are 
too complex. 

However, the use of strong encryption algorithms in order to protect the secrecy of 
ballots is no guarantee that these algorithms will be able to resist attack in the future. 
Due to the ever-increasing power of new computer systems it could become quite 
easy to crack a given encrypted vote by a brute force attack (e.g. by trying all encryp-
tion keys possible). 

Therefore, using strong encryption mechanisms in combination with a comprehen-
sive identity management concept in order to keep cast votes anonymous throughout 
the election and beyond are the key elements of the EVITA e-voting schema. Due to a 
sophisticated identification and authentication model that is based on the Austrian 
identity management concept2, it can be ensured that the identity of a voter cannot be 
determined based on her cast vote, especially after the election. This eliminates the 
progressive weakness inherent to encryption algorithms. 

3   Encryption Using a Hardware Security Module 

From the moment the voter makes her decision there is no more need to reveal it 
except for the reason of counting. There is no need to uncover the voter's decision, her 
vote respectively, at any other time. The aim is to achieve an end-to-end encryption of 
the cast vote between the voter and the counting device. At this point two questions 
arise. How to provide the voter with the encryption key and how to ensure that only 
the counting device is able to decrypt the vote. An obvious answer to the first ques-
tion is to use an asymmetric encryption algorithm and a public key infrastructure. The 
latter question is more difficult to address as both technical and organisational meas-
urements have to be put in place. 

One technical solution for protecting the confidentiality of the private decryption 
key is to build the counting device on the basis of a hardware security module. Due to 
this, the private key used for decrypting of cast votes is solely stored in the hardware 
security module in a very secure way. However, additional organisational and technical 
measures are required in order to address the process of key generation and distribu-
tion. The private key—or any copy of it—must not exist outside the hardware security 
module without any technical or non-technical security measure.  

In order to export, backup and (re-)import the private key of the hardware security 
module—which is necessary in real election scenarios—an adequate and sophisticated 

                                                           
2  For further details about the Austrian electronic identity management system see 19 and 10. 
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key management must be put in place. It would be a desirable to require the hardware 
security module to provide a key export and import mechanism following a defined 
shared key schema. If a shared key schema is provided, a dedicated organisational 
framework has to be defined that states how to distribute the key shares and to whom. 
The organisational framework as well as the legal framework of an election must state 
clearly how many shares are required at a minimum to import or reset the decryption 
key of the hardware security module. Furthermore, it must describe which organisa-
tions—or more generally which entities of the election process—are eligible to hold a 
key share. From an organisational and legal perspective, a shared key schema would 
be perfect for replicating the legal responsibilities of the participating political parties 
regarding the election. 

The EVITA approach is to decrypt the vote only at the very single moment of 
counting; a cast vote remains encrypted at any time before and after counting. This 
contrasts with other e-voting approaches where votes are decrypted before counting. 
However, the counting device holds the decryption key for decrypting the votes 
within the counting process. It must meet the requirements of a hardware security 
module in order ensure that the key cannot be exported or stolen. Furthermore, the 
counting device must ensure that votes are decrypted only for the purpose of count-
ing. There must not be any chance to learn decrypted votes by accessing the counting 
device by any means. It is not sufficient to use a hardware security module only for 
the purpose of securely holding the keys. Additional critical components of the count-
ing device—critical with respect to revealing encrypted votes unintentionally—are the 
counters used to compute the result. The counting device must not offer any possibil-
ity of finding out intermediate results or to observe the current status of the counting 
process. However, logs for recording information might be put in place throughout 
the counting process by the counting device in order to collect additional information 
that confirm the correctness of the count, e.g. for an election audit. 

4   Domain Separation and Identification Model 

On the one hand, the process requires unique identification of the voter in the course 
of the registration procedure in order to record who has cast her vote. On the other 
hand, the cast vote must not be linkable to the voter. Although these requirements 
seem to be contradictory, the EVITA voting schema meets both requirements by in-
troducing a sophisticated identification concept and domain separation schema (do-
main separation with respect to identity domains). 

The concept of domain separation is based on the need-to-know principle since 
neither of the involved authorities—usually we have two authorities: a Registration 
Authority dealing with registration issues and an Election Authority dealing with the 
election itself—need to know the voter's unique identity (identifier). Usually it is 
sufficient to identify the voter within a dedicated context. This principle is also the 
underlying idea of the whole identity management of Austrian e-Government and the 
Citizen Card concept.  

The Austrian identity management concept introduces a unique identifier for each 
citizen, called Source Personal Identification Number (sPIN), as well as identifiers for 
sectors of applications, called Sector Specific Personal Identification Numbers 
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(ssPIN), in order to uniquely identify a citizen within a given sector of applications. It 
is important to note that a person's sPIN is only stored in her Citizen Card. There 
exists neither a register of sPINs nor is any authority or application allowed to handle 
or store them. Applications and authorities are only allowed to work with sector-
specific identifiers which are derived from a person's sPIN by applying cryptographic 
one-way functions (section 0 describes this derivation process in detail). 

Since it was the aim to develop an e-voting schema that is fully compliant with 
Austrian e-Government elements, the EVITA voting schema adopts and extends the 
concept of sector-specific identifiers. 

The EVITA voting schema follows a two phase approach, which differs between 
registration phase and election phase. Therefore, the identification schema needs to be 
discussed and developed in two levels. On the first level, the identification schema 
must handle registration issues. On the second level, the identification schema must 
offer the possibility to determine whether or not a voter has cast her vote already.  

To clarify the requirements for the identification schema, here is a list of scenarios 
and phases where identification is necessary: 

1. During the registration phase: The voter requests to vote electronically us-
ing her Citizen Card. 

2. During the election phase: In the event the voter is unable to vote electroni-
cally—due to technical problems within the voter's technical environment 
etc.—the voter should have the possibility to visit a polling station in order to 
vote conventionally (this is a design requirement for the EVITA concept). At 
the polling station, the election officials must (electronically) identify the voter 
in order to determine whether she has already cast her vote via e-voting or not. 

3. During the election phase: In the course of casting a vote electronically, the 
voting system should determine whether the voter has already cast a vote or 
not, in order to prevent double votes.   

Although the second and the third scenarios appear to contradict the election secrecy 
at first glance, the proposed domain separation model is able to solve the problem. 
Thus EVITA proposes an identification schema that is built on the established identity 
management concept of Austrian e-Government and makes use of two different iden-
tifiers which are loosely bound to each other using cryptographic technologies. 

From an organisational point of view, there are two different domains. The regis-
tration system has to identify the voter in existing registers and databases, such as the 
register of voters, the Central Resident Register, etc. The representation of a voter's 
identity must match existing records of registers and authorities, therefore, the first 
form of identity is taken directly from the conventional identity management system 
of the Austrian e-Government, i.e. a conventional sector-specific personal identifica-
tion number (ssPIN). Since these registers are used for conventional elections as well, 
they usually contain additional information about the voter, such as her given name, 
name, date of birth, etc. 

The information attached to the encrypted vote must contain some identification 
information in order to determine whether a voter has already cast her vote and thus 
prevent double votes. The latter question is important when conducting a conven-
tional election in parallel and allowing e-voters to cast their votes by conventional 
means as well (in the event of technical problems, etc.). 
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So, two different domains and two different representations of a voter's identity 
appear necessary:  

1. The first domain is denoted as Registration Domain and it deals with identi-
fiers taken from the conventional Austrian e-Government (such as ssPIN). 

2. The second domain is denoted as Election Domain and it deals with identifi-
ers distinct from those of the Registration Domain. 

A bidirectional link must not be allowed to exist between the identity representations 
of both domains. Nevertheless, it must be possible to prove whether or not a given 
voter has already cast a vote by checking the voter's identity representation in the 
Registration Domain. 

Only in the event that an e-voter is not able to cast her vote electronically for some 
reason and thus shows up at a conventional polling station to cast her vote it is legiti-
mate to search for the existence of the voter's vote. It must be noted that this is a strict 
uni-directional query from a given (conventional) identity to the appropriate cast vote. 
In terms of identity representations, it means that a corresponding identity representa-
tion in the Election Domain should be derivable from a given identity representation 
in the Registration Domain but not vice versa. 

The requirement is to define two identity domains and two respective identity rep-
resentations in which a corresponding identity representation in the Election Domain 
can be derived from a given identity representation in the Registration Domain. This 
requirement leads to having a link between identity representations from the Registra-
tion Domain and the corresponding personal identifiers of the Election Domain. Cre-
ating this link using simple derivation mechanisms—following the mechanism used 
for deriving a ssPIN from a given sPIN—is not satisfactory since the identity repre-
sentations of the Registration Domain are conventional e-governmental identifiers and 
are based more or less on conventional identification information (such as name, date 
of birth, etc.). Without additional measures it would be too easy to find out a citizen's 
identity representation in the Registration Domain, and with this information find the 
corresponding identity representation in the Election Domain. 

The EVITA voting schema suggests creating the link between the personal identi-
fiers in the Registration Domain and the corresponding identifiers in the Election 
Domain as depicted in figure 1. This sketch outlines both domains and the different 
forms of identifiers.  

The Registration Domain deals with conventional electronic identifiers; i.e. sPIN 
and a sector-specific identifier which is specific to the election event (ssPIN(v)). In 
the course of crossing domains, the EVITA schema requires that a special personal 
identification number be derived that is only to be used within the Election Domain—
referred to as a vPIN—from a given ssPIN(v). By applying a mathematical one-way 
function (HASH function), the link between the ssPIN(v) and the derived vPIN is uni-
directional, pointing from the Registration Domain to the Election Domain. Further-
more, in order to have no permanent direct link between both identifiers, the derivation 
procedure applies secret keys. 
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Fig. 1. Cryptographic link between Registration Domain and Election Domain 

Since the link between both domains is only necessary during the election event 
(after election there is usually no need to search for a voter's cast vote after polling 
stations have been closed), the secret keys that are used to create a vPIN from a given 
ssPIN(v) are needed during the term of the election event only and have to be de-
stroyed immediately after the election event. This can be ensured on a technical level 
by using hardware security modules for generating and holding the keys. If the hard-
ware security modules do not provide functionality for exporting the keys, there 
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would not exist any copy of these secret keys outside the hardware security module, 
thus there would be no way to create a vPIN from a given ssPIN(v) without using the 
hardware security module. The link between ssPIN(v) and vPIN can be permanently 
broken by securely erasing the secret keys or by destroying the corresponding hard-
ware security modules. 

In order to prevent any kind of abuse, it is important to log whenever the system is 
used to transform a ssPIN(v) to a vPIN. The use of hardware security modules means 
that there is only one single point to control, so it is easy to apply both technical and 
organisational mechanisms to prevent abuse. 

4.1   Registration Domain – Creation and Use of ssPIN(v) 

The voter registers for electronic voting using a process provided in the Registration 
Domain. Since the application for electronic voting requires discrete identity data as 
well, such as the voter's name, date of birth etc., a conventional sector specific identi-
fier is used. 

The registration service usually identifies the voter using her Citizen Card. This 
means that the registration process has access to the sPIN, and can also find out the 
application-specific sectoral identifier ssPIN(v). The ssPIN(v) is the conventional 
sectoral identifier specific to an election. The registration application contacts regis-
ters—such as the Central Resident Register or the electronic register of voters—using 
the ssPIN(v). As the ssPIN(v) conforms to the conventional identification schema of 
Austrian e-Government, every register is able to resolve the identifier and provide the 
requested information. 

All actions taken in the registration phase correspond to conventional governmen-
tal processes. Therefore, the personal identifier used within the Registration Domain 
is a conventional sector-specific personal identifier. The sectoral identifier is derived 
from the voter's unique sPIN following the schema defined in the Austrian identifi-
cation schema [20]. The following expression shows the whole derivation process in 
detail: 

( ) ( )""edsPINHASHvssPIN ⊕=  

sPIN  the voter’s sPIN 
‘ed’ short-name of the sector, e.g.  

election and democracy (ed) 
HASH  cryptographic one way function 
⊕  concatenation of two strings 

4.2   Election Domain – Creation and Use of vPIN 

In contrast to the Registration Domain, the Election Domain does not require any 
discrete identity information about the voter. It is not even necessary to identify the 
voter in person within the Election Domain since the processes of the Election Do-
main do not deal with identification but rather with authorisation. The election proc-
ess is not interested in the unique identity of the voter. The only thing the voter has to 
prove is that she is eligible to vote.  
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There needs to be a way to track which voter has already cast a vote. This is neces-
sary when running a conventional election process in parallel and considering the 
conventional election process as a fallback scenario for the electronic election. This 
implies that the officials at the polling station must be able to prove whether or not the 
voter has already cast a vote. It must be kept in mind that the voter at the polling sta-
tion might only be carrying a conventional identity card, e.g. a passport, which leads 
to the requirement of having a link from a voter's conventional identity information 
through a sectoral identifier (ssPIN(v)) to her corresponding identifier of the Election 
Domain (vPIN). 

The creation of a ssPIN(v) from a set of discrete identity information which is suf-
ficient enough to identify the person uniquely is only possible with the help of the so 
called Source PIN Register Authority. Thus it is possible to determine a voter's  
ssPIN(v) based on the information given on her conventional identity card. As a con-
sequence, the algorithm for creating the vPIN has to take the ssPIN(v) as input. 
Moreover, this creation algorithm must always yield the same vPIN for a given 
ssPIN(v). Since the link between ssPIN(v) and vPIN is only needed temporarily, there 
must be a way to remove the link relation permanently, for example, immediately 
after the election event. The algorithm given in the following equation  achieves both 
requirements: 

( )( )( )
EARA SKSKvssPINENCHMACvPIN =  

SKEA  secret key of the Election Authority 
SKRA  secret key of the Registration Authority 
HMAC  keyed hash function; e.g. realized through ENC(HASH(x)) 
ENC  symmetric encryption algorithm 

 
The algorithm for creating vPINs is a logical continuation of the ssPIN(v) algorithm. 
Here again the algorithm makes use of a one-way function (HASH function) in order 
to ensure uni-directionality. Contrary to the creation of the ssPIN(v), the algorithm for 
creating vPINs requires a secret security measure for both the Registration Domain 
and the Election Domain. This measure may be implemented in several ways, for 
instance by adding secret phrases or by applying cryptographic algorithms such as 
encryption algorithms or keyed HASH functions.  

The proposed algorithm for creating a vPIN takes the previously created ssPIN(v) 
as input. First, the algorithm adds the secret of the Registration Domain to the 
ssPIN(v) by applying a symmetric encryption algorithm (e.g. 3DES, AES). Here the 
encryption algorithm makes use of a secret key which is under the sole control of the 
Registration Authority (i.e. the authority controlling the Registration Do-
main/Process). The resulting encrypted ssPIN(v) is further derived by applying a 
keyed HASH function as a one-way function. This keyed HASH function (HMAC) 
not only creates the HASH value for the given input but also combines it with a secret 
by applying a secret key provided by the Election Authority (i.e. the authority control-
ling the Election Domain/Process).  

As a result, the link between a vPIN and the underlying ssPIN(v) cannot be created 
without knowing both secret keys. Thus both secret keys are important elements of 
the vPIN-creation algorithm, which leads to a temporary link between the personal 
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identifiers of both domains. In other words, both authorities have to cooperate to un-
cover a voter's identifier. Therefore, Registration Authority and Election Authority 
have to be separated by organisational means, which is common in elections. 

Just involving secret keys in the derivation process as a technical measure is not suf-
ficient. Additional organisational measures are required. The management of the secret 
keys is of crucial importance since possession of both secret keys enables the owner to 
create vPINs. Therefore, each secret key has to be provided and handled within the 
respective domain by the according authority and has to be handled appropriately. The 
use of a hardware security module is not only strongly recommended, but rather should 
be treated as a requirement for creating and holding the keys securely. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed approach for handling both secret keys. This proposal 
suggests using a shared key schema for the handling of the Election Authority's secret 
key. The key shares should be held by the members and representatives of the election 
commission. In order to permanently break the link between the identifiers of both 
domains, it is sufficient to destroy at least one of both secret keys. 

Figure 1 also highlights a second but very important issue in the vPIN creation 
process. Since a vPIN is created by using a specific ssPIN(v) as input, the creation 
process should be located within the Registration Domain. The process has to ensure 
that the vPIN that is created cannot be accessed by any entity in the Registration Do-
main. Therefore, the schema requires encryption of the vPIN for the Election Author-
ity (Election Domain) immediately after it has been created. 

Any technical implementation of the vPIN-creation process must follow the re-
quirements stated above. In addition to all technical measures there is a strong need 
for organisational measures. Thus it is recommended that the Election Authority pro-
vide the technical implementation for dealing with its secret keys for the vPIN crea-
tion process by means of a sealed module (e.g. sealed hardware and electronically 
signed software) that contains a hardware security module holding all keys of the 
Election Authority (see ``Encapsulated (sealed) Module'' in figure 1). 

5   Sketch of the Cast Vote and Counting Phase 

For a complete understanding it is important to sketch the cast vote and counting 
process briefly. In order to cast a vote, the voter has simply to contact a server of the 
Election Authority which takes the voter's encrypted vote. As mentioned before, a 
cast vote consists of two parts: the inner part holding the encrypted vote which solely 
contains the voter's decision; the outer part holding at least the voter's vPIN in order 
to detect double votes and to mark which voter has cast a vote. During counting—
which might take place any time later—the counting module removes the outer part of 
votes and just takes the encrypted inner part as input for counting. All encrypted parts 
become mixed up and fed into the counting device (i.e. a hardware security module) 
which decrypts votes and prepares the final result. The hardware security module of 
the counting device solely holds the private key to decrypt votes.  

The EVITA approach is to decrypt the vote only at the very single moment of count-
ing; a cast vote remains encrypted at any time before and after counting. This contrasts 
with other e-voting approaches where votes are decrypted before counting. However, 
when re-counts are considered, keeping votes encrypted is more advantageous. The 
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counting device holds the decryption key for decrypting the votes within the counting 
process. It must meet the requirements of a hardware security module in order ensure 
that the key cannot be exported or stolen. Furthermore, the counting device must ensure 
that votes are decrypted only for the purpose of counting. There must not be any chance 
to learn decrypted votes by accessing the counting device by any means. It is not suffi-
cient to use a hardware security module only for the purpose of securely holding the 
keys. Additional critical components of the counting device—critical with respect to 
revealing encrypted votes unintentionally—are the counters used to compute the result. 
The counting device must not offer any possibility of finding out intermediate results or 
to observe the current status of the counting process. However, logs for recording in-
formation might be put in place throughout the counting process by the counting device 
in order to collect additional information that confirm the correctness of the count, e.g. 
for an election audit. This information also must not be disclosed to anybody during 
counting as it can be used to reveal cast votes.  

This sketch of the counting phase is very simplified. Important details, such as an 
additional signature on votes (before casting) to prevent manipulation of cast votes or 
the mechanism of indirect voter authentication, have been omitted due to length re-
striction. 

6   Conclusions 

The proposed e-voting solution relies on two core principles: strong end-to-end encryp-
tion and stringent domain separation. Both principles are closely coupled to Austrian e-
Government solutions. The latter principle especially is an extension of the Austrian 
identity management concept. Due to the domain separation concept introduced, the e-
voting concept is able to handle unique identification of voters while protecting the 
anonymity of cast votes with the simultaneous possibility of gaining knowledge about 
whether a given voter had cast a vote already (during the election event). Thus, the 
proposed e-voting scenario allows voters to cast their vote conventionally at a polling 
station on election day even though the voter might have registered for e-voting.  
Allowing e-voters to cast their vote at the polling station as well—under extenuating 
circumstances—is an important element of the EVITA's embracing security concept 
which makes the EVITA concept different from other e-voting schemes. The use of the 
Internet inherently brings with it some risks that cannot be addressed by technical 
measures (i.e. network security elements, redundancy, etc.) alone, however they can be 
tackled by having a comprehensive technical, organisational, and legal security con-
cept. So, allowing e-voters to cast their vote at the polling station is an organisational 
measure facing a possible break-down of the e-voting channel (e.g. due to DoS, etc). 
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